• Dallas Children’s Theater reaches more children and families annually than any other performing arts organization in the metroplex.

• As many as 40,000 students and teachers experience DCT at an extremely discounted price each year through the Student Matinee Performance Series.

• As a part of our Sensory-Friendly Programming Initiative, more than 15,000 children with sensory-processing differences, their siblings, and caregivers have experienced DCT as a safe, accepting place.

• More than 30,000 children have gotten their moment on stage through the DCT Academy.

• Over 5 million people have seen a DCT performance in our three decade history.

• DCT has taken its award-winning work to the far corners of the world, including Shanghai, China.

• DCT earns 60% of its operating funds through ticket sales and other revenue. The remaining 40% comes from charitable giving, made possible through donations and special events.

• Dallas Children’s Theater has been recognized by TIME Magazine as one of the top five children’s theaters in the country.
Your gift of $250 will not only provide a wonderful memory for your child, but also support DCT’s mission to bring the magic of live theater to ALL children.

Dallas Children’s Theater is pleased to offer our patrons and friends the opportunity to dedicate a performance. Your dedication is a wonderful way to commemorate a child’s birthday, accomplishment, or just show them they are special. To make the experience truly memorable, your honoree will enjoy:

- A welcome note upon arrival;
- An announcement of the dedication;
- A signed cast photo;
- A special gift from the DCT store;
- A youth admission ticket to an upcoming DCT show (applied to new ticket orders only);
- Recognition in DCT materials and social media.

Opportunities to honor families are available. Contact us for more information.

For more information, email philanthropy@dct.org or call (214) 978-0110

DID YOU KNOW
Many children get their first exposure to the performing arts at Dallas Children’s Theater. Research suggests children exposed to the arts . . .

- perform better in their core curriculum classes.
- have significantly enhanced social skills and self-esteem.
- are more tolerant of diverse personalities and styles.
- are able to open doors to learning that have previously been shut.
- are more likely to pursue higher education.

YOUR GIFT TO DCT MAKES A DIFFERENCE!
$1,000 can provide two children with a two-week summer camp experience.
$500 can provide an elementary school with one month of after school theater classes.
$250 can help with cast support on weekends with multiple performances.
$100 can help create DCT magic for audiences like pre-show activities, cast autograph sessions...and so much more.

THANK YOU!
Please have Honoree check in at the Box Office on arrival!